KLUDI BALANCE white
Pure lightness

NEW

520239175
single lever basin mixer DN 10

KLUDI
BALANCE
White
So pure. So clean. So light.
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE stirs the
emotions. Pure white gives a
new intensity to the sense of purity and
freshness. Discreet chrome accents
allow the white surfaces to gleam.
The subtle purity of colour accentuates
the airiness of the lines. The lever seems
to float above the mixer body.
The functional element fits in the hand
like a charm, regulating the flow of water
with precision.

KLUDI Balance White
522989175
single lever washbowl mixer DN 10

Gleaming white
in premium quality
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE enhances the lines with a further design feature:
the surface. KLUDI sets particular store by its workmanship. Superior
finishing is what lends the pale surfaces their brilliance and durability.
This ensures the mixers remain beautifully white for a long time.
Consummate quality is also what characterises the WHITE edition.
It is consistent with the chrome-coloured KLUDI BALANCE line, which
has received many awards. In 2012, the KLUDI BALANCE single lever
basin mixer was awarded the renowned iF product design award.
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KLUDI Balance White
520269175
single lever basin mixer DN 10

524479175
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15

Harmony and extravagance
in bathroom design
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE makes it possible to design exceptional bathrooms.
The white mixers form one harmonious unit together with white ceramics.
This is accentuated discreetly by the chrome-plated elements. Dark wood
mosaics provide a striking contrast with the white mixers.
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE appears wonderfully light in combination with
natural materials like travertine and wood. When you combine the purist
mixers with waxed steel, the result is extravagant bathroom design for loft
apartments and boutique hotels.
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KLUDI Balance White

The new style of mixers
for a contemporary lifestyle
In contemporary architecture, bathrooms and bedrooms are no longer
clearly delineated. Free-standing baths evolve to become an eye-catcher in
open-plan living. KLUDI BALANCE WHITE is simply made for this lifestyle.
In a comfortable white model, the single lever bath and shower mixer for
deck mounting seems less like a bath mixer. First and foremost it looks like
a stylish design feature, fitted with modern technology to satisfy demanding
requirements.

525909175
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
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Pure white has an
effect on our senses:
we are given a
feeling of invigorating
freshness and experience a sense of
wonderful lightness.
KLUDI BALANCE
WHITE allows us to
enjoy sheer relaxation
day in, day out.
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KLUDI Balance White
524459175
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
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KLUDI Balance White

Sophistication in both
appearance and function
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE is the answer for sophisticated solutions and
practical functions. This is demonstrated by the single lever bath and
shower mixer. The diverter for the shower function has been integrated
perfectly into the smooth, white surface of the mixer body. As a chromeplated functional element, it is clearly identifiable and is easy to grasp by
the crosspiece even with wet hands. There is even a sophisticated aspect
to the very form of the mixer body: its elegant design cleverly conceals
the escutcheons.
The KLUDI s-pointer offers added convenience to the washbasin and bath
mixers. Simply tapping it with your finger allows you to adjust the angle of
the stream of water that suits you best. This makes easy adjustment
possible to fit in with every shape of bath or basin. The bathwater runs
almost silently down the rim of the bath with the KLUDI s-pointer.

The diverter for the shower function has been
integrated. It is easy to grasp by the crosspiece even
with wet hands.
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524459175
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
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KLUDI Balance White
527109175
single lever shower mixer DN 15
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KLUDI Balance White
BASIN

520239175
single lever basin mixer DN 10
520269175
without pop-up waste set*

Bidet

522989175
single lever washbowl
mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 272 mm

522969175
single lever washbowl
mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 212 mm

522169175
single lever bidet mixer DN 10

524459175
single lever bath and shower
mixer DN 15

524479175
single lever bath and shower
mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm

526509175
concealed single lever bath and
shower mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20*

Bath

KLUDI BALANCE
WHITE is an
addition to the
KLUDI BALANCE
line in classic
chrome.

525909175
single lever bath and shower
mixer DN 15
88088
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20*

Shower

527109175
single lever shower mixer DN 15
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526559175
concealed single lever
shower mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit DN 20*

Eco

s-pointer

*No illustration
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